A solution method is presented for the motion planning and control of kinematically redundant seriallink manipulators in the presence of motion constraints such as joint limits or obstacles. Given a trajectory for the end-effector, the approach utilizes the recently proposed Full Space Parameterization (FSP) method to generate a parameterized expression for the entire space of solutions of the unconstrained system. At each time step, a constrained optimization technique is then used to analytically fmd the specific joint motion solution that satisfies the desired task objective and all the constraints active during the time step. The method is applicable to systems operating in apriori known environments or in unknown environments with sensor-based obstacle detection. The derivation of the analytical solution is first presented for a general type of kinematic constraint and is then applied to the problem of motion planning for redundant manipulators with joint limits and obstacle avoidance.
Introduction
This paper deals with the control of kinematically redundant serial-link manipulators with motion constraints such as joint limits andor obstacles. The kinematic equations of the system can be written as: 
When the manipulator is a redundant system, the Jacobian is a rectangular n x m matrix with n < m , and the system of equations represented by Eq. (3) is underspecified. Given an end-effector trajectory and the corresponding incremental displacement vectors dx, the matrix Jdr cannot be directly inverted, and the system has an infinity of solutions for A4 . In addition to Eq. (3), we consider that, at each time step, the system is subject to a set of r constraints with r varying between 0 and a fmite number. The constraints, which themselves can vary at each time step, are assumed to be of the form which many manipulator-related constraints (e.g., work space obstacles, joint limits, velocity limits) can be reduced to, as discussed in the following sections.
Several authors have previously addressed this problem (e.g., see [l] , [2] , [3], [4] , for applications to obstacle and joint limit avoidance). All of them have used one of the two main techniques for resolution af underspecified systems of equation: constrained generalized inverse-based approaches or augmented task space methods with "extended Jacobians" [5] . In [6] , we pointed out some of the shortcomings encountered when using either of these two general resolution approaches for application to real-time systems where constraints andor task requirements may change widely and rapidly (e.g., at loop-rate and/or on a sensor-based basis) during a single trajectory. Among these shortcomings are the implicit task priority requirement of inverse-based techniques, i.e., the fact that a solution which is the sum of a particular solution obtained from a primary criterion and a homogenous solution obtained from a secondary criterion, typically does not satisfy both together (e.g., a solution obtained fkom a least-norm particular solution to which an obstacle-avoiding, self-motion solution has been added, is not the least-norm solution of the obstacleavoiding solutions); and the "artificial" algorithmic singularities that may be encountered with extended Jacobian and augmented task space approaches.
In recent papers [6], [7] , [SI, [9] , we introduced a new method for the resolution of underspecified systems of algebraic equations. This method has been named the Full Space Parameterization (FSP) method because it provides, in simple form, a parameterized expression for the entire space of solutions of the basic system. With the entire solution space parameterized, specific solutions corresponding to wide ranging criteria andor sets of constraints can be analytically found using simple constrained optimization techniques.
In [6] , an application of the FSP method to the problem of inverse kinematic joint velocity calculation for redundant manipulators was presented. Analytical solutions were derived for a general least norm criterion and the method's results were compared with results fiom the "standard" pseudo-inverse in unconstrained cases.
The results appeared very promising for application of the method to other general cases, in particular the constrained problem.
In this paper, we present an FSP-based solution method to the constrained inverse kinematic problem of Eq. (3) and (4) with the constraints and the number of constraints varying at looprate. The FSP fkmework is briefly reviewed in the next section and the general analytical solutions for the constrained case are derived. Example applications to the treatment of work space obstacles and joint limit constraints are described and, in the following section, sample results using 2-D and 3-D manipulators are presented to illustrate the approach. The last section includes our concluding remarks.
FSP-Based Approach
In a previous paper [6], we showed that the entire space of solutions, S, of the unconstrained Eq. (3) could be parameterized as
where each of the m -n + 1 linearly independent vectors gi includes m -n zero components and can be easily calculated fiom inversion of square ( n x n ) submatrices of J . It was also shown that the null space N of the mapping J can be parameterized using the same gi vectors as:
N =
At each time step therefore, a calculation of the vectors g, for Eq. (3) provides a parameterization of the entire spaces of solutilons of Eq. ( 3 ) , be it for an end-effector motion or a motion in the null space. With the entire spaces of solutions of Eq. ( 3 ) now Parameterized, the calculation of the specific solution satisfying the particular task requiremenl and all the constraints of the time step is then the matter of only a few code statements embodying the analytical ex pression of the corresponding parameters
A wide variety of these parameter solutions, each corresponding to particular types of requirements and constraints, can be included in the code and selected as appropriate at each time step.
Analytical solutions for the parameters can be obtained from a Lagrangian-type constrained optimization. For a general criterion Q( AT( t, )) , i = 1, m -n + I, to be optimized in the space defined by Eq. ( 5 ) with a set of r general constraints C'(ij, Aij(t,)) = 0 , j = 1, r ; the Lagrangian is: This section presents applications of the M e w o r k to two of the most common constraints encountered with manipulators: obstacles and joint limits. In practical applications, these constraints are active on the system only at certain times during a trajectory, in particular, when the configuration of the system approaches one of the limits imposed by the constraints.
Thus the constraints and their number will change with time, with the corresponding p' vectors in Eq. (13) calculated as non-zero when the system reaches "danger zones" in the (1) with a link or (2) with an elbow. In the figure, the distance d indicates the "danger distance" below which the constraint becomes active. This distance is of course a parameter that is set by the user as a function of the particular manipulator characteristics (e.g., maximum joint velocities and accelerations) or sensing scheme (e.g., sensor location and spacing, sensor sampling rate). The scheme which we use to implement the obstacle avoidance in both the link and elbow cases, consists in moving the point X , , calculated as the closest point to an obstacle, away from the obstacle using: gk and E, respectively. Fig. 1 . Schematic of the obstacle avoidance scheme.
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Joint Limit Constraint
In a similar fashion, if any joint, i, of the manipulator is approaching one of its limits Oimln or and requires an angle displacement, d, to return outside of its "danger zone" (angles within a Odang range of the limit), the constraint can be expressed as: and the form of Eq. (13) is:
vector corresponding to the constraint in the
Sample Results
Implementation and testing of the FSP with obstacle avoidance and joint limit constraints were performed on several manipulator systems. Sample results using a 2-D planar manipulator are first presented here to ease the visualization of the effect of the changing constraints through a display of the detailed step-by-step motion 6 the manipulator. Results using 3-D manipulators are also shown to illustrate a more realistic implementation. Figure 3 shows the motion of the manipulator under a least-norm criterion with no obstacle avoidance constraint. An obstacle, depicted by the big sphere in Figs. 3 and 4 , has been placed in the path of the manipulator. Intersection of the obstacle and several 6 the manipulator links and elbow are clearly illustrated in Fig. 3 where thle obstacle constraint is kept inactive. Figure 4 shows the obstacle avoidance behavior of the manipulator whcn the obstacle and joint limit avoidance schemes are turned on. (The motion data log for this case shows that several joint limits, principally at the spherical wrist of the manipulator, are reached and compensated for during this motion.) Here too, the initial portions of the two motions of Figs. 3 and 4 are found identical, confirming that the constraints are active and affect the motion only in the near vicinity of the obstacle.
Conclusion
A new method has been presented for resolving the inverse kinematic motion of redundant manipulators with constraints and number of constraints that can vary in real time (sensor sarnpling rate). The method utilizes the FSP approach to find analytical joint motion solutions that satisfy the task criteria and all constraints active at each time step. A change of criterion and/or number of constraints does not require a major change of algorithms and is only a matter of switching from one analytical solution to another in the code, each solution consisting of only a few explicit statements. Complex motions with widely varying constraints and task criteria can therefore be considered with a single code. Example applications of the constraint:, formulation have been described for the two most common manipulator constraints, obstacle and joint limit. Saimple results using various manipulator test beds have been presented and discussed to illustrate f. p l a n a r manipulator, a) without constraints, b) a n d c) with obstacle constraints, d) with obstacle a n d joint limit constraints. 
